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Hello, I'm Bob Erwin, and welcome to Session 12 A of Export‐U… on export documentation.

I'll be narrating this session that I co‐authored with Dimitris Kloussiadis. Both of us are with the
SBDC International Trade Center of the University of Georgia.

Export‐U presents a series of export mini‐courses that we have developed with our partners in the
U.S. Export Assistance Center, in Atlanta.
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Export Documents

Let's face it, there is a lot of paperwork associated with exporting. Whenever you sell, ship, or deliver
products overseas, paperwork is needed to document the process.
If you are new to the exporting game, this paperwork may seem overwhelming, perhaps even
intimidating.
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So, how do we make sense of all this documentation stuff.
And how can we make sure we don’t miss anything critical to the process.
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Document

Basics

Well step back,…. take a deep breath, ….and let us consider the document basics.
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you can satisfy
you can meet
insurance, instructions, payment terms
between documents

Photo: https://www.flickr.com/photos/jurvetson/8102775998

To begin with there are a few underlying Keys to documentation success.
(click)
First, make sure that you can satisfy all the paperwork TERMS.
(click)
And, don't agree to a TIME SCHEDULE you can't meet.
(click)
Also, make certain that the documents give you enough PROTECTION.
This includes adequate shipping insurance, clear handling instructions, and favorable payment terms.
(click)
Everything, and I mean EVERYTHING in the documents, must be absolutely consistent, since even
slight discrepancies can prove costly.
(click)
And finally, ACCURACY is paramount.
Mistakes in the paperwork can have dramatic repercussions, which may be very unpleasant.
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The paperwork SEQUENCE is fairly logical. It includes:
(click)
Sales documents
(click)
Shipping documents
(click)
Regulatory and compliance documents, … and finally…
(click)
Documents that authenticate the product's origin.
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who, what, where, how much $
contents, insurance, responsibilities,
transportation mode
licenses, permits, safety certificates
where made, not inferior goods

Photos:
ship - http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cb/Phoenician_ship.jpg,
dog - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police_dog#/media/File:WI_Police_Dog.jpg,
woman - https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:A_worker_assembling_a_digital_camera_in_Ningbo.jpg

These documents provide a LOT of critical information.
(click)
Sales documents show
WHO the buyer and seller are,
WHAT they are buying and selling,
WHERE the product is coming from and going to, and of course the
SALES PRICE.
(click)
Shipping documents describe
WHAT is being shipped, the type and coverage of
SHIPPING INSURANCE,
WHO is responsible for the logistics, and the
MODES of TRANSPORTATION-- land, sea, or air.
(click)
Compliance documents prove
that you have met all the legal requirements of the countries you are shipping from and to.
These may include licenses, permits, or safety certificates, etc..….and finally…..
(click)
Origin documents declare where the products were made, and demonstrate that they are not inferior
goods being DUMPED overseas.
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SALES documents are generally the first ones you will confront.
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There are basically three sales documents.
These include the
(click)
INTERNATIONAL PRICE QUOTATIONS, which are called a PRO-FORMA INVOICES.
…..If your customer accepts this quote, he or she will then respond with a
(click)
PURCHASE ORDER…… and assuming everything is still copacetic, you will reply back with a
(click)
COMMERCIAL INVOICE.
Now let's take a closer look at all of these….
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Price of goods, Shipping cost, Sales terms
Photo: Sunset over Western South America, http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=50205, Also: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Stop_hand_nuvola.svg

The PROFORMA INVOICE is probably the single most important export document.
Unfortunately, the term itself is often misunderstood,…because…
-CLICKa Pro-Forma is NOT an invoice at all in the traditional sense.
Rather, it is a formal PRICE QUOTATION for export sales, that defines
-CLICKthe PRICE of the goods
the type of SHIPPING and its cost, … and also
the SALES TERMS.
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ProForma
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The PRO-FORMA is tremendously important document, because it is the original SOURCE from
which
(CLICK)
most of the other export documents are derived.
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When should you use a Pro-forma?
-CLICKALWAYS!..... basically, whenever you're quoting on an export sale.
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To get a complete picture of the transaction
Set terms of Letter-of-Credit
Secure import licenses
Obtain allocations of U.S. dollars
Photo: https://www.flickr.com/photos/hamptonroadspartnership/5352229724

A Pro-forma invoice is also very important to your overseas customer.
-CLICKfirst, it gives them a complete picture of the entire transaction. …and
-CLICKIf they are paying you with a letter of credit, the Pro-forma gives their bank all of the information
needed to draft the L/C
(By the way, if you want to know more about letters of credit, you can view our webinar on Payment
Terms.)
.... Now, in some countries,
-CLICKa pro forma is required for your customer to secure a license or permit to import your goods....And
finally,
-CLICKsome countries also have currency controls, so your customer will need a pro forma to get access to
US dollars to pay you.
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Product
description
(weight, dimensions, value)

Payment terms
(signed copies of P.O., L/C)

Harmonized code(s)
Special instructions?
(E.g., affected by heat, humidity?)

Hazardous materials?
Photo: NASA

To start developing a pro forma, you first need to give your freight forwarder some information.
He will need
-CLICKa full description of the product,… including its weight, dimensions, and value.
-CLICKthe terms of payment, including a signed copy of the purchase order. And, if you are being paid by
letter of credit, he will need a copy of that.)…. He will also need
-CLICKthe product's Harmonized Code(s)…plus,
-CLICKany special instructions. For example, is the product fragile or susceptible to damage from heat or
humidity?,…. and finally
-CLICKlet him know if you are shipping any hazardous materials.
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Shipping costs…. Documents….. Insurance…..
Photo by John Beales on Flickr

Once he has all of this information, the forwarder can tell you
(click)

the shipping costs,

the required documentation, and

the cost of insurance on the shipment.

These are all critical inputs to the pro forma.
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Your pro forma will also need to include some information provided by your bank, including
-click-

bank service fees and transactional finance charges.

To get this information, you need to contact your bank's international department and ask for a
-clickwritten quotation. You should also ask for a copy of their fee schedule.
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A Pro-forma
-CLICK-

does not have to be in any special format. In fact, you
-CLICK-

can use your regular invoice form,… if at the top of the page you type
-click-

“Pro-forma Invoice, International Quotation.”

The main thing is that it must contain all of the required information.
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(in a Pro-forma)














Reference number
Description of the goods
Weight, volume, boxes (U.S. and metric)
Shipping method (Incoterms) & transit time
Sales & payment terms
Itemized price
Currency
Ports of exit and entry
Country of origin
Special routing instructions
Fabrication time and date of shipment
Time limit on quotation
Photo: The 'Tenacious' in Bangor Bay, by Ross, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/

Here's a list of the main things a pro-forma must contain.

All of this information proscribes the complete sales agreement, including a precise description of the
product's weight and dimensions, the shipping method, the terms of payment, and how long the quote
is good for.

You can download a more complete list from the references section of this website.
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Here we show just one example of what a Pro-Forma can look like.
The main thing is that it must clearly display all of the required contents.
You can also download a copy of this example from the REFERENCES SECTION of this website.
Many more Pro-Forma examples can be download from Google images.
If you’re overseas customer accepts the terms in a pro forma, he can sign at the bottom, thus
transforming it into a legal document.
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rder

Check if shipping is still
available as priced
Don’t pay for shipping
before getting the L/C!
potentially very unpleasant

Check for Vsurprises!

Photo: https://pixabay.com/en/jellyfish-under-water-sea-ocean-698521/

Must match Pro-forma!

After accepting the pro-forma, your customer should then respond with a company purchase order.
Remember, the PO terms must…
–CLICK PRECISELY match those in your pro forma.
And, before approving it, make sure you can …
–CLICKstill get the shipping rates you quoted.
If your customer is paying you with a letter of credit,.. we strongly recommend against
-CLICKactually pay for the shipping until the LC is in you hand….
And finally,
-CLICKexamine the purchase order very carefully ,.. checking for hidden gotcha’s …
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For Wiper Blades
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A Commercial Invoice, like this one for wiper blades, is the third and final export
sales document ,…It is
-CLICKthe actual bill you give your customer... and, every detail must precisely
-CLICKmatch the pro forma and the letter of credit, if that is the method of payment…..
The commercial invoice also…
-CLICKgives your freight forwarder critical information, including
-CLICKthe price of the goods.
This valuation is the basis upon which the overseas customs authority assesses
import duties.
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THE END
Export
Documentation
Session 4: Costing
& Pricing
Session 5:
Approaching the Market

Dimitris Kloussiadis & Bob Erwin
University of Georgia, SBDC International Trade
Center

This concludes the first presentation on export documentation.
The next webinar will consider export documents for shipping, compliance and origin certification.
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